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Dear Friend,  

I have a confession to make: 

I went to Georgetown but never studied with Fr. James Schall. 

If you know anything about Fr. Schall, you’ll understand why I regret that
mistake so much. 

Fr. Schall died a couple of weeks ago. He was a legendary teacher. 

But I didn’t realize it until years after I graduated. 

What finally opened my eyes? Reading him. 

A prolific writer, Fr. Schall showed his mastery of teaching in every line he put
to paper. 

My entry point was his brilliant little book A Student’s Guide to Liberal
Learning. To honor Fr. Schall, I’ve made it your Book of the Month. 

Do you want to know what books you should be reading? Or what a true
education entails—and how to get one? 

You’ll find the answers in A Student’s Guide to Liberal Learning. In only 52
pages, Fr. Schall guides you to “intellectual riches that are almost never found
in universities or in the popular culture.” 

In his final interview, Fr. Schall said it was a “gift” to have spent so many years
teaching. 
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But really, he gave us a great gift. You’ll understand why when you read A
Student’s Guide to Liberal Learning. 

I wasted a prime opportunity to benefit from Fr. Schall’s wisdom. I don’t want
you to make the same mistake.  

Get A Student’s Guide to Liberal Learning at the special Book of the Month
price of just $4.80. 

RIP, Fr. Schall. Thank you for teaching us so much. 

Best, 

Jed Donahue 
Editor in Chief, ISI Books 

P.S. Fr. Schall was a master at assembling reading lists. Don’t miss his
recommended reading in A Student’s Guide to Liberal Learning. You’ll find
the education of a lifetime.

Save 40% on A Student’s Guide to Liberal Learning
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